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ON THE COMPLEXITY OF SEARCH FOR CONJUNCTIVE RULES IN RECOGNITION 
PROBLEMS 

Elena Djukova, Vladimir Nefedov 

Abstract: New results are obtained in logical data analysis and in the development of recognition procedures 
based on constructing conjunctive rules. Asymptotically optimal methods of constructing normal forms for 
characteristic functions of classes are developed. The technique of effective search is improved for the 
conjunctive rules in the case of incomplete data. Theoretical results are confirmed by experimental estimations. 

Keywords: logical recognition procedures, enumeration problem complexity, dualization problem, algorithm with 
a polynomial delay, asymptotically optimal algorithm, normal form of a logical function, maximal conjunction, 
transformation of normal forms. 

ACM Classification Keywords: F.2.1 Theory of Computation – Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity 
– Numerical Algorithms and Problems – Computations on matrices, G.2.1. Mathematics of Computing – Discrete 
Mathematics – Combinatorics – Counting problems. 

Introduction 

Logical analysis of Integer data in recognition is based on constructing normal forms of double-valued logical 
functions which are characteristic functions of classes [Zhuravlev, 1978], [Djukova, 1977], [Djukova, 1982], 
[Djukova, 1987], [Djukova, 1989], [Djukova, Zhuravlev, 1997], [Djukova, Zhuravlev, 2000], [Djukova, 2004]. The 
characteristic function of a class is completely defined by the training set and the concerned recognition algorithm 
model. If the descriptions of objects are complete (for each precedent all feature values are defined) then the 
problem appears concerned with the transformation of the perfect conjunctive normal form (CNF) of the function 

KF  into the disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e. the problem of multiplication of logical terms with exactly n  

variables in each term, where n is the number of features. In the case of incomplete data some variables may be 
absent in some terms and thus the initial CNF would not be perfect. Constructing the required DNF brings us to 
constructing the set of the conjunctive rules of the class K . 

The search for conjunctive rules is a difficult computational problem. Constructing the reduced DNF of the 

function KF  is of a particular complexity (its length as a rule grows exponentially with the growth of the initial DNF 

length). This problem is one of difficult generation problems. The effectiveness of algorithms for enumeration 
problems is usually estimated by the complexity of a step (the time delay of a step). As the major enumeration 
problem the dualization is regarded. The dualization is the problem of constructing the reduced DNF of a 

monotone Boolean function  nxxf ,...,1  define by the CNF of the following type 

uDD &...&1 . (1) 

The search for effective algorithm for this problem is carried since the middle of the last century, starting from the 
classical works by Yablonskiy [Chegis, Yablonskii, 1958]. In [Gurvich, Khachiyan, 1999] an “incremental quasi-
polynomial algorithm” is suggested. The number of elementary operations performed by that algorithm on each 
step is bounded by a quasi-polynomial over u , n  and the number of the maximal conjunctions found on the 

previous steps. The existence of an algorithm working wth a (quasi)-polinomial delay depending only on u  and 

n  is not ascertained by the time. 

In [Djukova, 1982], [Djukova, 1987] an approach is proposed, which allows to solve the considered problem of the 

transformation of the normal forms of f  efficiently not always but almost always (for almost all CNFs of type (1) 
as n ). In this case an algorithm is allowed to perform “unnecessary” (empty) steps, but the number of such 
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steps should have “almost always” lower growth degree than the number of all algorithm steps does. For this 
purpose the conception of an asymptotically optimal algorithm was introduced. This conception has been defined 
more exactly in a series of followed works [Djukova, 2003], [Djukova, 2004], [Djukova, 2007]. Let us adduce this 
definition. 

Let )(fB  be a set of all maximal conjunctions of the function f , let )(fQ  be a finite sequence of elementary 

conjunctions which contains )(fB . It is supposed that some conjunctions may be found in )(fQ  more than 

once. 

We will say that an algorithm A  constructs )(fQ  with a polynomial delay if exactly one conjunction from )(fQ  is 

built on each step with no more than ),( nud  elementary operations performed, ),( nud  is bounded above by a 

polynomial over u  and n . The elementary operation is an examination of one symbol of a variable in the CNF. 

Let an algorithm A  construct the sequence )(fQ  with a polynomial delay checking each built conjunction from 

)(fQ  to be in )(fB  (such check can be performed at a polynomial time according to statements 2 and 3 

formulated below). The number of steps of the algorithm A  equal to the length of the sequence )(fQ  is denoted 

by  fNA . 

The algorithm A  is called asymptotically optimal, if for almost all CNFs of type (1) as n  it is true that 

  )(fBfNA    

(the number of steps of the algorithm A  is asymptotically equal to the power of )(fB ). 

Later the concept of an asymptotically optimal algorithm was spread for the case of a double-valued logical 
function F  defined on k -ary n -dimensional arrays and determined by a CNF of u  elementary disjunctions 

[Djukova, 1987], [Djukova, 1989], [Djukova, Zhuravlev, 1997] [Djukova, Zhuravlev, 2000], [Djukova, Inyakin, 
2008]. 

By the moment the series of asymptotically optimal algorithms has been constructed for the condition 

  nu dd loglog  1 , 0 , where 2d  for the case of a monotone Boolean function, kd   for the 

case when F  is determined by a perfect CNF and kkd /)( 1  for the case when F  is determined by a CNF 

which is not perfect. In these algorithms there are unnecessary steps of two types. There are unnecessary steps 
of two types in these algorithms. Each step of the first type yields a conjunction which is not maximal whereas 
each step of the second type yields a maximal conjunction constructed before. Among the constructed algorithms 
there are both the algorithms that make only one type unnecessary steps and the algorithms containing the 
unnecessary steps of both types. 

The experimental comparison of the constructed algorithm has been carried out. The best result has been shown 
by the algorithm OPT and by its modification, the algorithm OPT+, assigned for constructing the maximal 
conjunctions of a monotone Boolean function and for constructing the maximal conjunctions of a double-valued 
logical function defined by the perfect CNF, respectively. 

In this paper an algorithm OPT++ is built which is a modification of the algorithm OPT for the case when a 
double-valued logical function F  is defined by an arbitrary CNF. The algorithm OPT++ is asymptotically optimal 

as well, for the case   nu loglog  1 , 0 , kkd /)( 1  (this fact follows from works [Djukova, 

Zhuravlev, 1997], [Djukova, Zhuravlev, 2000]). In the following section it is shown that for the case un   the 

logarithm of the number of the algorithm steps to the base d  is equal to the logarithm of the number of all 

maximal conjunctions of the function F  “almost always” as n . The justification of the algorithm 

effectiveness is based upon the analysis of metric (quantitative) characteristics of the set of all maximal 
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conjunction and of the so-called irreducible conjunctions of the function F . Показано, что эти асимптотики 
совпадают. Asymptotic estimates of typical values of the logarithm to the base d  of the number of the maximal 

conjunctions of F  and the logarithm to the base d  of the number of the irreducible conjunctions of F  are 

obtained. These asymptotic estimates are shown to be equal. When obtaining these estimates we used the 
technique from the papers [Dem’yanov, Djukova, 2007], [Djukova, 2007]. The effectiveness of the algorithm 
OPT++ is approved experimentally, particularly the experimental estimates of the number of “unnecessary” steps 
are obtained. 

Major results 

Let n
kE  be the set arrays  n ,...,1 , where  110  ki ,...,, ,  ni ,...,1 , and let a function  nxxF ,...,1   

be determined on n
kE  and possesses values 1 and 0 on subsets FN  and FN , respectively. 

Let 



 


,

,,

otherwise

xif
x

 1
  

 110  kx ,...,,, . The notions of an elementary conjunction and elementary disjunction are defined routinely. 

An elementary conjunction (EC) over variables nxx ...,,1  is the formula of the type r

rjj xx   ...1

1
, where 

   ,..., nj xxx
i 1 , when ri ...,,, 21 , and 

tq jj xx   when  rqt, ...,,,21 , qt  . The value of the 

EC is equal to 1 if and only if all its factors are equal to 1. The number r  is called the rank of the elementary 
conjunction. 

An elementary disjunction (ED) over variables nxx ,...,1  is the formula of the type r

rjj xx   ...1

1
, where 

 nj xxx
i

,...,1 , when ri ,...,,21 , and 
rq jj xx  , when  rqt ,...,,, 21 , qt  . 

Let B  be an elementary conjunction over variables nxx ,...,1  and let  RBM ,  be the number of the 

disjunctions not containing variables from B  in the CNF R . Let BN  be in interval of verity of the EC B . The EC 

B  is called admissible for F  if  FB NN ; i.e., when   0RBM , . The EC B  is called irreducible for 

F  if there does not exist an admissible EC B  such that BB NN   and    RBMRBM ,,  . The EC B  is 

called maximal for F  if it is both admissible and irreducible. The EC B  is called irredundant for F  if it is 

irreducible for F  and there does not exist an irreducible for F  conjunction B  such that BB NN  . 

Statement 1. If an EC B  is maximal for F  then it is irredundant for F . 

The converse statement if false(an irredundant conjunction may not be admissible). 

Let the function F  by determined by a CNF R  of the type uDD &...&1 , where iD , ui ,...,,21 , - ED over 

variables nxx ,...,1 . Denote by  FDC  the reduced DNF of the function F , i.e. the DNF consisting of all 

maximal conjunctions of the function F . 

Let us consider the problem of the transformation of R  into  FDC . The required statements 2 and 3 are 

presented below. 

Statement 2 [Djukova, Nefedov, 2009]. An EC B  is admissible for F  if and only if each disjunction iD , 

 ui ,...,,21 , contains at least one factor of B . 
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Statement 3 [Djukova, Nefedov, 2009]. An EC r

rjj xxB   ...1

1
 is irreducible for F  if and only if there exist r  

disjunctions in the CNF K , each disjunction containing exactly one factor of B  and, if 1r ,  riiqp ,...,, 1 , 

qp  , the disjunctions pD  and qD  contain different factors of B . 

Statements 2 and 3 are respectively the criteria of admissibility and irreducibility of the EC of a function 
determined by a CNF. 

Let us describe the algorithm ОПТ++ constructing DNF  FDC . The algorithm is based on constructing an 

irredundant for F  conjunction B  and checking the condition  FB NN  on each step. If this condition is 

true then according to statement 1 the constructed on this step conjunction is maximal. Else the performed step is 
“empty” (unnecessary). 

It is convenient to present the work of the algorithm OPT++ as the process of constructing a decision tree FД . 

Each inner vertex of this tree corresponds to the pair  RB , , where B  is the irreducible for F  conjunction and 

R  is the CNF derived from R  by deleting some disjunctions and variables. A dangling vertex corresponds to an 
irredundant conjunction. The set of the dangling vertices corresponds to a subset of all irredundant conjunctions. 

On each step the algorithm constructs one dangling vertex of the tree FД  at the time   qukunqO  , where 

),min( knuq  . The important characteristic of the algorithm is that different vertices of the dicision tree FД  

correspond to different irreducible conjunctions. Thus the algorithm does not perform “repeated” steps. 

Denote by )(FSr  the set of all irreducible conjunctions of the rank r  of the function F ; denote by )(FBr  the 

set of all maximal conjunctions of the rank r  of the function F ; 


n

r
r FSFS

1

 )()( , 
n

r
r FBFB

1

 )()( .  

Let 
nkun  , 

2

1
 ,  11  uur ddd loglnloglog , kkd /)( 1 . For the considered case the 

asymptotic form of the logarithm of the typical number of the conjunctions in )(FS  with ranks no lower than 1r  is 

obtained (when n ). It is shown that this asymptotic form is congruent with the asymptotic form of the 

logarithm of the typical number of the conjunctions in )(FB  and is also congruent with the asymptotic form of the 

typical number of the conjunctions in )(FB  with ranks no lower than 1r . The estimate of the typical rank value of 

a conjunction in )(FB  is obtained. The mention estimates are stated in Theorems 1-3 formulated below. 

Theorem 1. If 
nkun  , 21/ , then as n  for almost all CNFs of type (1) the logarithm to the base 

d  of the number of all conjunctions in )(FS  with ranks no lower than 1r  is asymptotically equal to the logarithm 

to the base d  of the number of all conjunctions in )(FB  with ranks no lower than 1r  and is asymptotically equal 

to 1
1 rC r

nd log . 

Theorem 2. If 
nkun  , 21/ , then as n  for almost all CNFs of type (1) the logarithm to the base 

d  of the number of all conjunctions in )(FB  with ranks no lower than 1r  is asymptotically equal to the logarithm 

to the base d  of the number of all conjunctions in )(FB  and is asymptotically equal to 1
1 rC r

nd log . 

Theorem 3. If 
nkun  , 21/ , then as n  for almost all functions determined by a CNF of type (1) 

the ranks of almost all conjunctions from )(FB  are in  unr dlog,1 . 
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The proofs of Theorems 1-3 are based on Lemmas 1-6 stated below. In the proofs of Lemmas 1-6 the results 
from [Djukova, Peskov, 2002] and [Djukova, Inyakin, 2003] are used. 

Let  FNk
un   be the space of simple events in which each event F  happens with a probability of k

unN/1 . The 

mathematical expectation of a random variable )(FX  defined on k
unN  is denoted by )(FXM . 

The following result is easy to prove 

Lemma 1. Let 0)(FX , 0 , and )(n  be the fraction of functions F  from k
unN  for which 

)()( FXFX M . Then  /)( 1n . 

In what follows, the notation nn ba   as n  and nnn ba   as n  means 1
n

n

b

a
lim  as n  and 

1
n

n

b

a
lim  as n , respectively. 

Let   22

1 rrrrr
u

r
nr kkrCCa  ! . Since  rr aoa 1  for un   and 1rr  , we have the following result. 

Lemma 2. For un   
2

1111

1

2

1
rrr

u
r
n

rr

rrr
u

r
n drCCdrCC 



  !! , n .  

Lemma 3. For 
nku   and 21/  

    11
2

11
1

rr
nd

rr
ud dCodrC log!log  , n .  

Proof. The lemma can be proved by direct verification. Indeed, the obvious inequality 
r

r
n r

rn
C 






 

  implies 

that 

  nrC dn
r
nd loglog 111  , n . (2) 

On the other hand, 

  12
11 2

1

r

d
rr

u ukdrCb logln!   .  

Consequently, we have 

nrb dnd lnloglog 1 , n . (3) 

The assertion of the lemma follows from (2) and (3). 

On  FNk
un   consider the random variables )()( FBF rr   and )()( FSF rr  . It is easy to calculate 

  22

1ξ rrrrr
u

r
nr kkrCCF   !)(M   

(see [Djukova, Peskov, 2002]). 

Lemma 4. For 
nkun   and 21/ , for almost all F  from k

unN  

1
1

11

rCFF r
ndn

rr
rd

rr
rd  



log)(log)(log  , n .  

Proof. Lemmas 2 and 3 straightforwardly imply that 
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1
1

11

rCFF r
nd

rr
rd

rr
rd  



log)(log)(log  MM , n .  

Applying Lemma 1 with ndd loglog , we derive the assertion of Lemma 4. 

Lemma 5. For 
nku   and 21/ , for almost all F  from k

unN  

1
1

11

rCFF r
ndn

rr
rd

rr
rd  



log)(log)(log  , n .  

Proof. It was shown in [Djukova, Inyakin, 2003] that if F  is determined by a perfect CNF and the condition of the 
lemma is fulfilled than 

 urrr
nr kkCF 111

1
1 )( , n .  

Using the same technique we derive a similar estimate for the case when F  is determined by an arbitrary CNF. 
This estimate is 

 urrr
nr dkCF 111

1
1 )( , n .  

Estimating  urd 11  , we have 

    d
d

d

u
ur ued

r 2111 


  log .  

Combining this with  1r
nddd Cou logloglog  , we derive the assertion of the lemma. 

Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. 

Lemma 6. For 
nkun   and 21/ , for almost all F  from k

unN  









 

 11 rr
r

rr
r FoF )()(  , n .  

Proof. It was shown in [Djukova, Inyakin, 2003] that if F  is determined by a perfect CNF and the condition of the 
lemma is fulfilled than 

 11

1

rr
n

rr
r kCoF 



)( , n .  

Using the same technique we derive a similar estimate for the case when F  is determined by an arbitrary CNF. 

This estimate for 
nku   and 21/  is  

 11

1

rr
n

rr
r dCoF 



)( , n .  

On the other hand, according to Theorem 1, we have 

  )(
)(

nrr
n

rr
r dCF








 1
11

1

, where 0)(n  as n .  

Consequently, 









 

 11 rr
r

rr
r FoF )()(  , n ,  

which proves the lemma. 
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Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 6. Theorem 3 follows from Lemma 6. 

Remark 1. If a CNF has two identical conjunctions, then the set )(FB  obviously does not change after removing 

one of them. Consequently, when the number of maximal conjunctions of F  is calculated, it is reasonable to 

consider the case when the CNF does not have identical conjunctions. For 
nku   and 21/ , this property 

is possessed by almost all CNFs of type (1). 

Remark 2. The algorithm OPT++ is tested on random data. Experimental estimates of the number of maximal 
conjunctions and of the number of the “unnecessary” steps of the algorithm are obtained. The experimental 
results show that OPT++ works faster and performs considerably less “unnecessary” steps than other 
asymptotically optimal algorithms developed earlier. The part of “unnecessary” steps of the algorithm OPT++ 
increases as the part of missed feature values in the learning data increases; and it decreases as the fraction 

nu /  increases. 

Conclusion 

New results are obtained in logical data analysis and in constructing recognition procedures based on the 
transformation of the normal forms of the characteristic functions of classes. An approach is developed, which 
allows to solve the problem of the transformation of the normal forms almost always with as asymptotical 
accuracy both for complete data and incomplete data. An algorithm OPT++ is developed for solving the problem 
of constructing the maximal conjunctions of a double-valued function F  defined on k -ary n -dimensional arrays 
and determined by a CNF of u  elementary disjunctions. The algorithm is justified both theoretically and 

experimentally. The theoretical justification is based on obtaining new asymptotic estimates of the typical values 
of the number of the maximal conjunctions and irreducible conjunctions of the function F . It is shown that OPT++ 
on experimental characteristics surpasses other similar algorithms. 
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